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INCLUDES BONUS DVD: The Remnant Bringing anointed ministry back into music excellence. 15 MP3

Songs GOSPEL: Contemporary Gospel, URBAN/R&B: Contemporary urban Details: The Remnant

Bringing anointed ministry back into music excellence! In the twenty third chapter of the book Jeremiah it

is written: And I will gather the Remnant of my flock out of all countries wither I have driven them, and will

bring them again into their folds. The Remnant is a community based gospel ensemble with a mission to

draw the masses to Christ through gospel, worship and praise songs. The Remnant's ministry expands

across traditional, contemporary and urban vibes, so that no person is left untouched by the powerful

messages exemplified through their ministry. Based in the Twin Cities of Minnesota, The Remnant travels

far and near sharing their ministry of song. While The Remnant existence was established in more recent

times the group is made up of seasoned professionals and veterans in the gospel industry. Founder and

director, F. Darnell Davis is and has been the key writer for many of the Twin Cities best known gospel

groups, including Excelsior, James Grear  Company, and the Sounds Of Blackness. F.Darnell Davis is

also credited with songs written for the Minneapolis Gospel Sound, Tarrlyn Ramsey and Ricky Dillard.

The Remnant's founder and visionary, F. Darnell Davis, better know as "Baby D", was considered to be

one of best kept secrets in gospel music. But in 2002 everything changed with the release of Excelsior's

single "It's my Time". Immediately F. Darnell Davis was noted as the driving force, key writer, and

producer behind Verity Recording Artist Excelsior's 2002 Stellar Award and Excelsior's 2003 Stellar and

Grammy nominations. While gospel music is F. Darnell Davis' main focus, he has been summoned by

gospel and R&B notables to write songs for upcoming projects. An undeniably gifted musician, F. Darnell

Davis has not only shared his written words but a large variety of arrangements for his music. With music

and song being the primary ministry of The Remnant, the members of the group are true worshippers in

every since of the word. A spirit driven group, with a purpose to "share Jesus" prayer, words of

encouragement and personal testimonies may very well take the place of song while ministering. With

The Remnant's stellar vocal ability and F. Darnell Davis' dynamic musical abilities, this group is destined
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to be a success on the gospel scene uplifting and encouraging people in all ways that is pleasing to

Christ.
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